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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we prove two theorems concerning linear positive operators and func- 
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and to the numerical nalysis connected with signals and images. ~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we focus our attention on linear positive operators (LPOs) and functionals. The 
interest about this topic has been, until now, mainly theoretical. For instance, the linear positive 
operators can be used to obtain, in a very elegant and compact way, the proofs of the first 
and second Weierstrass Theorems [1]. Moreover, these proofs have a "modern" interest since 
they are completely constructive [2]. In effect, the approximation of continuous functions over 
a closed interval can be obtained by using Bernstein polynomials [1], while the approximation 
of continuous periodic functions can be obtained through the Cesaro sum (Fejer operator) [3] or 
through the De La Vall4e Poussin integral [1]. All of these approximation processes are linear 
and positive polynomial operators [1]. 
This research line has been generalized by Korovkin who has proved that in the case of an 
approximation process {~n} made up by LPOs acting on the continuous functions over a closed 
interval, a very simple test has to be performed on {@n} in order to prove the supremum norm 
convergence of the process {~n(f)} to f for any continuous function f. More precisely, if ~n(g) 
converges to g for only three continuous functions g which form a Chebyshev set [2], then the 
convergence holds for any continuous f. 
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As a consequence, by using the Korovkin Theory, it is possible to find a wide variety of 
equivalent proofs of the Weierstrass Theorems. 
On the other hand, if a sequence of linear positive polynomial operators converges to f for 
any continuous f ,  then the convergence has to be poor [2], that is, we find functions f so that 
[If -- (I)n(f)[[co --> k: n-2, with k I > 0 and f very regular (for instance, analytic or even polyno- 
mial). Notice that this further Korovkin result is a generalization of the classical Voronovskaja 
Theorem [4] holding for the specific case of the Bernstein polynomial operators. 
For this reason, the LPOs seemed to be not interesting from an applicative and computa- 
tional point of view (except for well-known properties of "shape preserving" of the Bernstein 
approximation). 
Very recently, the problem of the preconditioning [5] of very general Toeplitz structures [6] has 
been considered [7-9] in order to efficiently solve very large Toeplitz linear systems. Problems 
of this kind are of interest in applied mathematics and, in particular, are important in signal 
processing, image restoration, Markov chain, and control theory [6,10-13]. In the first two appli- 
cations, we encounter Toeplitz matrices Tn(f) generated by multivariate real-valued functions f ,  
while in the other two applications, the functions f are complex-matrix valued (see [8,14]). 
The interesting thing is that the sequence of preconditioners {Pn} belonging to a given sequence 
of vector spaces {J~n } of matrices and devised by minimizing the Frobenius distance from another 
sequence An of matrices [15,16], act like a sequence of linear positive operators [7]. We notice that, 
as a very special case, this optimal Frobenius technique leads to the famous Chan preconditioners 
when the considered vector spaces coincide with the unilevel circulants [17]. 
In the general case, first we extended the Korovkin Theory [8] to multivariate complex rectan- 
gular matrix valued continuous functions, that is, to the space (C(/p, CS×S), It" Iloo), and then, by 
using further discrete/matrix versions [7] of the Korovkin Theorem, we proved that these precon- 
ditioners are good in the sense that they cluster the eigen/singular values of the preconditioned 
matrices around the unity (strongly if p = 1). Therefore, the associated preconditioned conju- 
gate gradient (PCG) methods behave superlinearly and so the solution of systems of the form 
Tn(f)x = b (with a preassigned accuracy) is obtained through a constant number of iterations 
and the total cost is asymptotically dominated by the one of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [18]. 
It is worth noticing that, implicitly, we furnished an interesting example of computational 
applications in which the Korovkin Theory and the linear positive operators play a fundamental 
role. 
Now let us consider another point of view. We take two general function spaces .4 = .T'(A, wl) 
and B = G(B, w2) where wi are fields with a total ordering and A and B are sets. Now let us 
take a positive operator (I) : .A --* B where the concept of positivity is with respect o the partial 
ordering induced in .4 and B by the ordering of wl and w2, respectively. On the other hand, the 
concept of linearity ¢(af+13g) = a~(f)+fl#9(9) imposes that the scalar field where a, fl belongs 
is a subset of w2 and wl. Notice that the linearity of ¢ implies that wl and w2 are isomorphic. 
Therefore, in the following, it is natural to identify Wl and w2. 
The main theorems that we prove in Section 2 concern the localization of the range of the ratio 
~(f) 
when g >_ 0. If ¢ is strictly positive, i.e., it maps nonnegative functions f E ~4, not identically zero, 
into strictly positive functions of B, then we obtain that infc(f/g) < ¢(f)/¢(g) < supc(f/g) 
(see Theorem 2.1). In the case where the operator (I) is weakly positive, the statement is weakened 
and we find that infc(f/g) <__ (~(f)/¢(g) <_ supc(f/g) (see Theorem 2.3) over the set D. Here 
the above-mentioned sets C and D are defined as follows: 
C = {x E A : f(x) is nonzero or g(x) is nonzero}, 
D -- {x e B :  ((I)(f))(x) is nonzero or ((I)(g))(x) is nonzero}. 
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In spite of the substantial simplicity of the statements and of the proofs, these results have a 
wide range of applications from the approximation theory, to the numerical treatment of differ- 
ential equations, to the numerical analysis connected with signals and images. 
In particular, we have applications to Faedo-Galerkin approximations (finite elements), applica- 
tions to finite differences (FD) methods, applications to Toeplitz matrices, and to approximation 
theory. 
More specifically, by using Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, we can establish the positive definiteness of 
the matrices related to convergent approximations of differential equations, the asymptotic order 
of their condition numbers, and we can devise and analyze suitable optimal preconditioners. By 
means of the same tools, we can obtain similar results for linear systems arising in a Toeplitz 
context. For all the resulting sequences preconditioned matrices {Pn}, we furnish a unifying 
theorem about the localization and the asymptotical distribution of their eigenvalues. This 
result, in light of the convergence theory of iterative methods [19,20], is crucial to understand the 
exact rate of convergence of classical iterative solvers and, in particular, of the preconditioned 
conjugate gradient methods. 
With respect o approximation theory, we can deal with some problems of integration and 
rational approximation. Again, the solution of these problems is still obtained through the tools 
developed for general LPOs. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we prove and discuss the theoretical 
results. In the subsequent five sections, we furnish several examples of applications. Section 8 
is devoted to some density theorems, while in Section 9, we discuss some approximation theory 
problems. Finally, Section 10 addresses some concluding remarks. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
Let us introduce the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ,4 = .~(A,w) be a linear space of w-valued functions acting on a set A 
and B = ~(B ,w)  be a linear space OfT-valued functions defined on a set B. Here the set w is a 
field of scalars with a total ordering. In addition, the linear combinations of elements of A and I3 
axe intended with regard to the same field w. Under these notations, we consider the operator 
4) : ,4 --~ B and we suppose that 
1. ~(a f  q- j3g) = (~¢(f) -F ~3¢(g), with a,/3 C w, f,  g E ,4, and 
2. ~( f )  > 0 for any nonnegative [unction f E A. 
Under the above-mentioned assumptions, the operator q) is said to be a linear and positive 
operator (LPO). 
The natural partial orderings of ,4 and B are those induced by the ordering of w. Anyway, in 
some context, we can use some other closely related orderings. 
This is a basic and classic definition. However, we can subdivide the class of LPOs into different 
subclasses. 
The first important distinction concerns trongly positive operators. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A linear positive operator • is said to be strong (SLPO) if ~( f )  > 0 when f 
is nonnegative and not identically zero. 
To make these definitions clear, we can consider the Bernstein operator Bn (f) or the Cesaro 
operator Cn(f) .  The first one is defined as follows [4]: 
k=0 
(1) 
"From its definition, it follows that Bn( f )  is an LPO on C([0, 1], N) but it is not strong. Clearly, 
this operator is not well defined on Lz([0, 1], N) because Bn( f )  and Bn(g) can be very different 
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even when f - g = 0 "almost everywhere" (a.e.). Moreover, it is not positive with respect o the 
ordering "almost everywhere" of the L p functions. For instance, if f is positive a.e., but with 
f(0) = f(0.5) = f(1) -- -1 ,  then it is evident hat B2(f) - -1.  
In order to approximate a given function belonging to the linear space of the 2r-periodic 
functions L~,  we can consider the following trigonometric polynomials: 
n • the Fourier polynomial Fn(f) = ~-~j=-n aJ eijx which converges uniformly to f when f 
belongs to the Dini-Lipschitz class [3], 
n • the Cesaro sum Cn(f) = (n + 1) -1 ~-]j=o Fj(f) which converges uniformly to f for any 
continuous function f ,  
• De La Vall@e Poussin integrals Vn(f) [1] 
(2n)!! 1 f~ ( t -  z) dr, (2) Vn( f ) -  (2n--~)!! 27r , f (t)  cos 2n 2 
which converges uniformly to f for any continuous function f .  
The Fourier operator is linear but not positive [2]. On the other hand, by using their integral 
representation, it directly follows that the Cesaro operator and the De La Vall@e Poussin integral 
are linear and strongly positive on the set L l ( [ - r ,  Tr],N). Actually, if esssup f is positive, it 
follows that C~(f) and Vn(f) have a strictly positive minimum (see [3]). 
In a completely opposite direction, we have the "degenerate LPOs". 
DEFINITION 2.3. A linear positive operator ¢ is said to be degenerate (DLPO) ff there exists a 
function f E A so that inf (I)(f) = 0 when inf f is strictly positive. 
In general, these operators do not seem very interesting. An example can be easily constructed 
in this way. Let g E B such that inf g = 0 and let (I) be an LPO from ,4 to B: it is evident hat 
g • (I) is a degenerate LPO if • indicates the multiplication in the scalar field w. 
In the middle between strong and degenerate LPO, we have several different nuances. We 
define a "normally positive LO" as the linear positive operator which is strictly positive when 
applied to the constant function 1 where 1 is the unity of w. More precisely, see the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A linear positive operator ¢ is said to be a normaily positive (NLPO) if the 
inequalities 
inf @(1) > 0 and sup ¢(1) < cc 
hold true. 
The Cesaro and Bernstein operators are normally positive as well as the map from f E 
C([0, 1], ~) to the constant f(0). On the other hand, the map from f e C([0, 1], ~) to x(1 - 
x)Bn(f) where Bn is the n th Bernstein polynomial is a degenerate and nonnormal LPO. 
For SLPOs, a theorem about the range of ¢(f)/@(g) with g nonnegative can be easily proved. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f E .4 and g E A with g >_ O; let us suppose that • is SLPO. If f ig  is not 
constant, then 
inf f < ¢( f )  f 
c < sup  c g '  
whereC = {x e A : f(x) • 0 or g(x) • 0} is the set whereg or f is nonzero. Otherwise, 
¢(f) /¢(g) - f /g = k for some constant k E w. 
PROOF. Let A be a value so that 
¢ ( / )  
for some 2. Then the quantity ¢ ( f )  - A(I)(g) vanishes at x = 2. Moreover, (I)(f) - A(I)(g) = 
¢( f  - )~g), and therefore, from the strong positivity, we deduce that the argument f - Ag cannot 
be nonnegative and cannot be nonpositive. 
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Therefore, we have only two possibilities: the function f - Ag is identically zero so that f /g  
and (b(f)/¢(g) coincide with a constant. Otherwise, there exist two points Xl, x2 of A such that 
( f  -- ,~g) (X l )  < 0, ( f  - Ag) (x2)  > 0. 
Notice that the preceding inequalities can hold if and only if the points Xl and x2 belong to C C A. 
Consequently, 
( f (x l )  )~) < 0 g(xl) 
Recalling that g is nonnegative, we have 
f(Xl) 
with Xl, x~ E C and the theorem is proved. 
and 9(x2) \g(x2)(f(x2) A) > 0. 
_ _  < < 
g(x2)  ' 
2.1. Nonstrong LPO 
We preliminarily observe that the proof of Theorem 2.1 fails if we consider LPOs which are 
not strong because, from the existence of the zero like ~ of f - Ag, we cannot conclude anything 
about the sign of f - Ag ( f  - Ag can be nonnegative or nonpositive or with nonconstant sign). 
Anyway, it seems unnatural that an analogous result does not hold in the general case. In 
order to discuss this matter, we first present some easy results about LPOs with special attention 
to nonstrong operators. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ~ be an LPO and let us denote by Z the set of the zeros o/~5(1). Then for any 
bounded f E .4, we find (q~(f))(x) = 0 for any x E Z. 
PROOF. Prom the boundedness of f ,  there exists a positive constant k E w so that -k  _< 
f (x)  <_ k. Therefore, from the linearity and positivity of ~5, we deduce 
-k(I)(1) _< (I)(f) _< k~5(1) 
and ~( f )  vanishes in all the points where ~(1) vanishes. | 
If f is not bounded, we cannot conclude the same thing. Let us consider the space C. of the 
continuous functions g over (0, 1] such that 
3 lim q-lg (q-i) 
q--*OO 
and is finite. C* is a real linear space. We define ~5 from A = C. to the space B of the bounded 
functions over [0, 1] as 
~P(f) = x2Bm(gf,e) + lira q- i f  (q- i )  , 
q---* OO 
where m is a positive integer, ~ is a positive number less than one, and g/,e = f ( (x  + ~)/(1 + ~)). 
Clearly, ~ is a degenerate LPO since (~(1))(0) = 0 and actually the set Z of the previous 
Lemma 2.1 coincides with {0}. Now let us consider the unbounded function f (u) = u -1 E C. 
and let us compute (¢(f))(0) = 1. This example shows that the assumption of boundedness i  
necessary and cannot be removed. 
On the other hand, if we add some heavy assumptions on the spaces `4,B and on the operator ~, 
we can state Lemma 2.1 without the hypothesis of boundedness of f [21]. 
For a general LPO from .4 to B, the assumption of the existence of an SLPO is enough to 
prove a statement like in Theorem 2.1 under very weak hypotheses. 
For simplicity, we state the following result in the real field. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let f E A and g E A with g > O. Let us suppose that ¢ is an LPO, that there 
exists an SLPO K : .A --, B, and that the field w - ~. If  f /g is not constant, then 
inf f < (I)(f) < sup f 
c g -~(9) -  c g 
where C is the set where g or f is nonzero and where ~(f ) /~(g)  is computed for any x E D C B 
with 
D = {x e B :  [(¢(f))(x)[ + (¢(g))(x) > 0}. 
Otherwise, ~( f ) /¢ (g)  - f /g = k for some constant k E w. 
PROOF. First assume that f /g  is a constant k. In this case, ~(f )  = k~(g) and the trivial part 
of the theorem is proved. 
Otherwise, let us fix a positive e belonging to w --- N and let us consider the operator (I)~ -- 
+ eK. It is evident hat gP~ is an SLPO. Therefore, in light of Theorem 2.1, for any x E B, we 
obtain 
inf f < ¢~(f) f c g ~(x)  <supc -'g 
When x E Z. = {x E B : (~(f))(x)  = (~(g))(x) = O} = D e, it makes no sense to consider the 
quantity (¢ ( f ) /~(g) )  (x). In the case where x does not belong to Z., that is, when (~(f))(x)  and 
(¢(g))(x) are not both vanishing, then the rational expression (¢~( f ) /~(g) ) (x )  is continuous 
with respect o e E w belonging to a positive neighborhood of 0 and ( (¢( f ) ) (x) / (¢(g)) ) (x)  is
well defined. Finally, we find the following limit relation: 
lim ¢e(f)  q~(f) (x) 
and the proof is concluded. I 
Observe that, in some sense, the operator ~ is a regularization [22] of • because it results in 
an e correction of (I) which eliminates any degeneration by the original operator • (see the end 
of Section 4). 
Here we suppress the assumption of existence of an SLPO and we make use only of the very 
weak assumption that • is linear and positive. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f E ,4 and g E ,4 with g > O; let us suppose that • is LPO. I f  f ig  is not 
constant, then 
inf -f < ¢( f )  f ,  c g - ~ -<supC -g overD, 
where C is the set in which g or f is nonzero and D is the set in which ¢(g) or ¢ ( f )  is nonzero. 
Otherwise, @(f)/@(g) =- f ig  = k for some constant k E w. 
PROOF. Preliminarily, we observe that if f ig  is not bounded from below or from above, the 
related statement of the theorem is trivial. So let us suppose that r = infc ( f /g)  and R = 
suPc ( f /g )  belong to w. Therefore, 
rg<_f  <_Rg 
and by linearity and positivity of ¢, we directly find 
r(I)(g) <_ (I)(f) _< R~(g) (3) 
and by the nonnegativity of (I)(g) over B, the claimed thesis follows since over the set D, it makes 
sense to consider the ratio (¢( f ) ) / (~(g)) .  I 
Notice that relations (3) tell us that ¢ ( f )  vanishes where (I)(g) vanishes exactly as well as f 
vanishes where g vanishes. This fact will be used in the context of the preconditioning of matrices 
coming from discretizations ofelliptic or semielliptic problems (see also [23] for a detailed analysis 
in the FD context). 
It is interesting to point out that in the proof of the latter theorem, we have used only the 
homogeneity of the operator (I) and not its whole linearity (see [24] for a discussion on this topic). 
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1 
We consider template problems of the form 
(-1) k ~ a(z) d-~ u 
B.C., 
APPL ICAT IONS TO FAEDO-GALERKIN  APPROXIMATIONS 
= f, on ~, (4) 
on 0~, 
with ~ -- [0, 1] and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on the first k derivatives: 
d j~7~ u = 0 over 0~ with j = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1. By choosing the usual space of test functions C~ made 
up by C ~ functions with compact support contained in (0, 1), the problem is transformed into a 
variational problem of the form: search u c H0 k so that 
/01 /01 A~(u, v) = a(t)u(k)v (k) dt = fv  dt, Y v E Hko • 
Here H0 k is the topological closure in H k of C~ and H k is the Sobolev space of the functions 
having the first k derivative belonging to L2(~) [25]. In such a way, when a is positive, the exis- 
tence and uniqueness of the "weak solution" follows from the fact that the bilinear form Aa(u, v) 
is a positive scalar product which induces a norm topologically equivalent to the one of H0 k. 
Of course, we may consider multidimensional problems with f~ having a more complicated 
geometry [26]. Each time that the variational problem is related to a positive bilinear form 
Aa(u,v), we deduce existence and uniqueness of the "weak solution". Now let us forget the 
assumption of positivity of a and let us analyze the operator Aa(u, v) as an operator defined on 
Ll(f~) and taking values on the bilinear homogeneous functionals from H0 k × H0 k to ~. So, by 
setting u = v, we look at Aa(u) = Aa(u,u) as an operator of a E LI(~). It is trivial to check 
that Aa (u) is an LPO which maps (essentially) nonnegative functions into essentially nonnegative 
"homogeneous quadratic forms" (seminorms) of//ok. The operator is normally positive and it is 
not strong. Therefore, in light of Theorem 2.3, we can say that 
a Aa(u) < sup b' inf ~ < ~ _ 
where b is nonnegative and inf and sup are computed with regard to the set where a and b are 
not both vanishing. 
Now let us consider a discretization approach such as the Faedo-Galerkin approach. A sequence 
of finite-dimensional subspaces Vn contained in H0 k are fixed and the variational equation is solved 
by assuming that both the solution and the test functions belong to the space Vn. In this way, the 
bilinear form An(u, v) reduces to a finite-dimensional bilinear form which can be represented by 
a symmetric matrix An(a) which, roughly speaking, inherits the spectral "inertia" from An(u). 
Therefore, by fixing a basis of Vn and by considering its representation i  terms of this basis, 
we obtain that (An(.))(u) = uTAn(.)u is an operator defined on LI(~) and taking values on 
the quadratic homogeneous functionals (QHF) from S, C ~n to ~, with S1 being the unitary 
Euclidean sphere of ira: $1 = {x 6 ~n : [Ixl12 = 1}. This operator 
An(.): LI[0, 1] ~ QHF(S1, ~) 
is linear, normally positive, and nonstrong. In particular, by invoking Theorem 2.3, it follows 
that 
a (An(a))(u) _ uTAn(a)u a 
inf ~ _< (An(b))(u) - uTAn(b)u <- sup ~, (5) 
where u e $1 with u ~ ker(An(a)) N ker(An(b)), b is nonnegative and inf, sup are computed 
with respect to the set where a and b are not both vanishing. If a and b are both positive 
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and asymptotically equivalent, that is, if there exist two positive constants r and R so that 
r < a/b <_ R, then the matrix An(b) is an optimal preconditioner for A,~(a) and vice versa in 
the sense that the spectrum of the preconditioned matrix is all contained in the positive interval 
Jr, R]. In particular, from the normal-positivity of An('), we have that if essinf b > O, then 
An(b) is positive definite, and consequently, it makes sense to define the preconditioned matrix 
Anl(b)An(a). 
When a and b are nonnegative, but are asymptotically equivalent, it is evident hat both the 
matrices can be singular. Nevertheless, by exploiting the simple proof of Theorem 2.3, it is 
evident hat the subspaces where An(a) and An(b) have the null eigenvalue coincide (see [23] for 
a similar but more detailed analysis in the FD case and [24]). In this case, we cannot guarantee 
the existence of the solution of the discrete problem unless we consider the solution in the sense 
of the least square problems. However, the matrix An(b) is still an optimal preconditioner in
the sense that, except in the subspaces where both An(a) and An(b) are singular, we find that 
the (nonzero) eigenvalues of A+(b)A,~(a) belong to the positive interval [r,R] (Theorem 2.3). 
Moreover, all the zero eigenvalues of A+(b)An(a) correspond to (eigen)vectors which span the 
null space of An(a). Here the symbol X + indicates the pseudo-inverse of Moore-Penrose [27,28]. 
Moreover, this is a nontrivial consequence of Theorem 2.3 and its proof is reported in detail 
in [23,24]. 
We remark that we deduce the behavior of the eigenvalues of A+(b)A,~(a) by the fact that 
the quantity O(f)/O(g) indicated in Theorem 2.3 is nothing other than the Rayleigh quotient 
uTA,~ (a)u/uTAn(b)u with f = a, g = b, q)(f) = uTA,~(f)u, u E $1. Therefore, since O(f)/O(g) 
belongs to [r, R] except for u ranging in k-dimensional subspace we deduce that A+(b)A,~(a) has 
k zero eigenvalues and n - k eigenvalues lying in [r, R]. 
At the end of the proof of Theorem 2.3, we noticed that we did not exploit the linearity of ~ but 
only its homogeneity. Actually, any eigenvalue of An(a) is an homogeneous (nonlinear) positive 
functional of the argument a. Therefore, the preceding statements can be directly deduced as in 
Theorem 2.3 without using the LPO related to the Rayleigh quotient of An(a). 
Before going on, we have to explain why we want to use a preconditioner. The reason is very 
simple: any family of matrices of the form {A~(a)}n coming from a nonnegative function a is 
ill-conditioned with respect o n and when considering the Euclidean condition number. In the 
case where a is strictly positive and the domain gt is regular enough, the asymptotic growth of 
the condition number is generally of order of n 2k and is essentially related to the order of the 
differential problem (2k in equation (4) of [5, pp. 233-238]) while if a vanishes, we have also the 
contribution of the order of the zeros of a [49]. Therefore, a good preconditioner is welcome: the 
preceding results uggest classes of optimal preconditioners. However, their practical use depends 
on how simple the solution of the related preconditioning systems is. This is strongly dependent 
on the chosen basis for Vn. Let us suppose that we have a basis which is invariant for spatial 
translations along an orthogonal system of coordinates in the sense that each element Cj can be 
obtained by any other ¢i by simple translations along a fixed coordinate system. In that case, 
the global structure of An(l) is of Toeplitz type with some low-rank corrections. How low the 
rank correction is depends on the dimension d if ~t C ~d, and especially, on the geometry of ~. In 
addition, if the basis is made-up by locally supported functions, then the matrix An(l) is, up to 
low-rank corrections, a d-level band-Toeplitz matrix. For Toeplitz structures, and in particular, 
for positive definite band-Toeplitz structures, there exist a wide choice of very efficient methods 
both in a sequential or parallel model of computations [30-40]. Therefore, by following the same 
approach used in [23,29] for finite differences methods, a good choice of the preconditioner seems 
. , - ,1 /2  . . . .  D1/2 to oe ua ~n[t} a , where Da denotes the diagonal part of the matrix An(a). The matrix An(l) 
shrinks the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix in the positive interval given by [inf a, sup a], 
the symmetric diagonal correction leads to a cluster around one of the spectrum in the case where 
the basis is locally supported (see Section 7). 
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Another interesting consequence of relation (5) is that the set of matrices An(a) can be par- 
titioned into equivalence classes with respect o the degree of ill-conditioning. If a and b are 
nonnegative and equivalent in the sense that the essential range of a/b is contained in a posi- 
tive interval Jr, R], then we can say that An(a) and An(b) are spectrally equivalent where this 
expression means that 
• An(a) and An(b) are singular over the same subspaces (they have the same eigenvectors 
with respect o the null eigenvalue), and 
• the extreme (nonzero) eigenvalues are asymptotic, i.e., )~min(An(a))/~min(An(b)) C Jr, R], 
~max(gn(a))/)~max(An(b)) e It, R] and k2(dn(a))/k2(An(b)) <_R/r, 
where k2(X) is the Euclidean condition number of X. 
Finally, when a locally supported basis is chosen, we notice that An(a) cannot be a strong 
operator. It is enough to take u = Cj and a nonnegative, not essentially zero but vanishing over 
the support of Cj which is a proper subset of f~: in this case, we find Aa(¢j) = eTAn(a)ej ---- 0 but 
the essential supremum of a is positive. Therefore, to have strong operators, we have to choose a 
basis of Vn made up by functions Cj whose support is ~, but, in general, we lose the sparseness 
of the related linear systems. 
4. APPL ICAT IONS TO F IN ITE  D IFFERENCES METHODS 
The finite differences approach is simpler than the variational methods, because we require the 
evaluation of the "weight function" a in some mesh points. This implies that we have to consider 
problems like (4) where the function a is continuous or piecewise continuous on g2. However, 
the most important problem is that the matrices obtained by the convergent finite difference 
discretizations are, in general, nonsymmetric [23]. 
On the other hand, by setting a --- 1, the resulting structure is Toeplitz and is symmetric 
but the positive definiteness i actually not necessary and actually we can exhibit FD methods 
d 2 approximating -3-~ which are related to Toeplitz matrices with "big" negative igenvalues [23]. 
This fact is connected to an interesting representation theorem proved in [23]: if a FD formula 
d 2k approximates ( - )k  d~--  with a precision of h 2m, then the associated Toeplitz matrix admits 
generating function p(x) so that 
p(x) - x 2k is asymptotic to x 2k+2m, 
in any certain neighborhood of x -- 0 (for a definition of generating function of a Toeplitz matrix, 
see equation (9) in Section 5). Therefore, p(x) should be positive only "locally", that is, in a small 
neighborhood of x -- 0 but not necessarily everywhere. Therefore, in light of the Szeg6 Theory, 
if minp < 0, then the related Toeplitz matrices Tn(p) have, asymptotically, a linear number of 
negative and positive eigenvalues and this leads to serious computational problems. 
For this reason, among the possible FD formulae for problem (4), we choose the ones of best 
approximation O(h 2m) which impose the following conditions: the associated matrices are 
(a) symmetric for any choice of a, 
(b) positive definite if inf a > 0, and 
(c) nonnegative definite if a is nonnegative. 
The resulting matrices are denoted by An(a, m, k) where n is the dimension (h = (n + 1)-1), a 
and k are those appearing in (4), and m is "half" of the precision index. Notice that the concept of 
"best approximation" is in the following sense: for any integer q, among the symmetric formulae 
of precision order 2m, we choose the one which has minimal bandwidth 2q + 1. 
For this class of formulae, we proved the following. 
1. A,~(a, m, k) has a special dyadic decomposition 
An(a, m, k) = ~ a(xi)Qn(m, k, i), 
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with Qn(m, k, i) being a nonnegative definite matrix of rank one and with {x~} being a 
equispaced mesh of dimension + x(k, m) with x(k, m) > 1. 
For m,k,n fixed, the operator 
An(a, m, k):  C[0, 11 --+ QHF(S1, ~) (6) 
is linear and positive in the sense that it maps nonnegative (positive) functions in nonneg- 
ative (positive) definite quadratic homogeneous functionals obtained as Rayleigh quotient 
over $1 of symmetric nonnegative (positive) definite matrices. 
3. For any a and b belonging to C[0, 1], with nonnegative b,we find 
inf a c -b <- A(A+(b'm'k)A '~(a 'm'k) )  <- sup b' (7) 
C 
where the set C is defined as {x E [0, 1] : b(z) + [a(z)[ # 0} and where A(X) denotes any 
eigenvalue (not formally zero) of X. Notice that inequalities (7) are again consequences 
of the general Theorem 2.3 since the operator displayed in (6) is linear and positive. 
The following are some examples of matrices coming from this kind of approximation. Given a 
grid size n and setting ai = a( i / (n + 1)), equation (4), with k = 1 and m = 1, can be discretized 
by means of centered ifferences to obtain a symmetric linear system Ax = f ,  A = A(a, 1, 1) with 
al/2 -4- a3/2 --a3/2 
--a3/2 a3/2 -4- a5/2 --a5/2 
A = . . . e ~nx~. (8) 
• . " .  " .  
--an-(1~2) an-(1~2) + an+(1~2) 
If we use a fourth-order approximation scheme, that is, m = 2, and k = 1, we find a symmetric 
linear system Ax = f so that A is symmetric positive definite of bandwidth equal to 7. More 
specifically, the jth row of the corresponding linear system is given by 
--aj+3/2uj+3 "4- 27(aj+3/2 + aj+l/2)uj+2 -- 27(aj+3/2 + 27aj+1/2 + aj-1/2)Uj+l 
+ (aj+3/2 + 272aj+1/2 + 272aj-1/2 + aj-3/2) uj -- 27(aj+1/2 + 27aj_1/2 + aj-3/2)uj-1 
+27(aj_1/2 + aj_3/2)uj-2 -- aj-3/2uj-3 = h2bj, j = 1,...  , n, 
for suitable values b~. 
The fourth-order differential problem (4) with k = 2 and m -- 1, discretized with the classical 
centered finite differences, leads to a linear system whose jth equation is 
aj+lUj+2 - -  2(aj + aj+l)uj+l + (aj+l + 4aj + aj_l)Uj 
- 2(aj + aj-1)uj-1 -4- aj_lUj_2 : h4bj, j= l , . . .  ,n, 
for suitable values b~. 
We notice that Parts 1 and 2 are important to establish the exact rank of An(a, m, k) which is 
especially meaningful when a has zeros. Moreover, the representation formula displayed in Part 1 
gives simple evidence of the fact that conditions (a)-(c) are fulfilled. The third part not only 
suggests natural preconditioners but is a tool to establish a precise upperbound for the Euclidean 
condition numbers of these matrices. 
More in detail, if a is strictly positive (the problem is strictly elliptic), then a simple choice 
of the preconditioner is P = An(l, m, k). The related PCG method is optimal (compare Theo- 
rem 2.3, Theorem 5.1, and relation (7)) in the sense that the expected number of iterations to 
reach the solution within a preassigned accuracy is bounded by a constant not depending on the 
dimension [5]. 
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In addition, in the case where a > 0, the preconditioner An(b, m, k) with b = 1 is a Toeplitz 
one whose generating function is explicitly known and, in particular, is a nonnegative polynomial 
with a zero at x -- 0. Therefore, we are in position to apply very fast methods for these Toeplitz 
structures: 
• multigrid methods requiring O(mn) ops and O(logn) parallel steps with O(n + m) pro- 
cessors [39,40] in the parallel PRAM model of computation, 
• a recursive displacement-rank based technique [35] requiring O(n log m + m log 2 m log n) 
ops and O(log n) parallel steps with O(nm) processors. 
Therefore, to obtain the total cost, the preceding costs have to be multiplied by the number of 
iterations which is constant and added to the cost of few matrix-vector multiplications (recall 
the PCG algorithm). The latter cost is of O(nm) ops and O(log rim) with O(nm) processors in 
the PRAM model of computation. In conclusion, we have reduced the asymptotic ost of these 
band systems to the cost of the band-Toeplitz systems for which the recent literature provides 
very sophisticated algorithms. 
These simple but rather powerful results can be generalized with regard to two main directions. 
When considering a E L 1, we can modify the definition of a(xi) as follows. 
• A "local mean value" (compare the suggestions given in [29]) 
~(xi )  = n f l  a(t)dt, Ii -~  [Xi,Xi+l]. 
i 
• A "global mean value" 
f 
a*(xi) = ] Vn#(t)a(t)dt. 
J[0 ,1] 
Here f[0,1] vn,i(t) dt = 1, Vn,i(t) >_ 0 and vanishes on a set of zero measure and 
f 
lim ] Vn#(t) = 1. 
n.-.-*O0 J / i  
Notice that the second type of "correction" of a(xi), which uses a global mean value, can be 
looked at as a kind of regularization transforming a nonstrong LPO into an SLPO. Actually, 
since the weight Vn,i vanishes at most in a set of zero measure, we have that each a*(xi) is 
strictly positive if a(t) is nonnegative and not identically zero. In this case, the corresponding 
(regularized) FD matrix A~(a, m, k) coincides with ~-~i a*(xi)Qn(m, k, i). Therefore, due to the 
equality ~i  Qn(m, k, i) -- Tn(p) [23], we deduce that A*(a, m, k) is also positive definite under 
the assumption that a is nonnegative and not identically zero (compare Theorem 2.2). 
On the other hand, the modification from a(xi) to 5(xi) is weaker kind of regularization. In 
fact, if a is nonnegative and vanishes on a set of zero measure, then -4(a, m, k) is strictly positive 
definite while An(a, m, k) can be singular. 
Conversely, if a vanishes on a nonempty subinterval of [0, 1], then also the "tilde" version 
of An(a, m, k) gets asymptotically singular. 
5. APPL ICAT IONS TO TOEPL ITZ  MATRICES 
Let us define multilevel block Toeplitz matrices [6,10-13,41-44] (Tn(f)}n, generated [6] by a 
Lebesgue-integrable function f .  Here the (block) entries of Tn(f) along the k th (block) diagonal 
are given by the k th Fourier coefficient Ak of a function f acting on I p, I = [-Tr, ~r] and having 
values in the space T/8×8 of the complex s × s Hermitian matrices 
f:l ~__~s×s 
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In particular, setting n = (n l ,n2, . . . ,np)  EAf+ p, k = (k l ,k2, . . . ,kp) ,  kj E { -n j , . . . ,n j} ,  and 
x = (x l ,x~, . . . ,Xp) ,  k.  x = klXl + . . .  + kpxp, N(n) -- nl • n2. . .np,  we have 
1/  i2 [Tn(f)]i,j = Ai - j ,  Ak - [27r]P ,, f (x)e -i(k'x) dx, = -1. (9) 
It is understood that the basic blocks of this multilevel structure are given by {Ak} with Ak E 
C sxS. More precisely, the matrix Tn(f) has dimension (Y(n)s) x (N(n)s) and the symbol [Tn(f)]ij 
denotes that we are selecting the block ( i l , j l )  (which is a (p -  1)-level Toeplitz matrix); in this 
block, we are selecting the block (i2,j2) which is a (p - 2)-level Toeplitz matrix, and so on. At 
the end of this recursive process, we find that the basic blocks are given by the elements {Ai_j } 
which are determined in equation (9). 
Notice that the each matrix Tn(f) is globally Hermitian since f is Hermitian and then, by 
direct calculation, we find that AHk = Ak. 
It is also a trivial (but cumbersome) calculation to see that the map from L I ( IP ,~ sxs) to 
the matrices of dimension N(n)s x N(n)s (which identify the related quadratic homogeneous 
functionals defined by the numerator of the Rayleigh quotient) 
Tn(') : L 1 (I p, ~.~sxs) __, QHF(S1, N) 
is an LPO, and actually, when f is nonnegative Tn(f), can be singular only if m{x E I p : 
Amin(f) > O} ---- O, that is, only if the function Amin(f) is essentially identically zero. 
This implies that the quoted operator is strong when s = 1 because, in this case, the function f
coincides with the minimal eigenvalue of f .  
Here and in the following by preconditioned Toeplitz matrix, we define a matrix of the form 
T+(g)Tn(f) which is also indicated by the shorter symbol Pn(f; g) where f and g are two L 1 Her- 
mitian functions with g essentially nonnegative definite. We observe that, from the assumptions, 
the matrices Tn(f) and Tn(g) are well defined and Tn(g) is nonnegative definite. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {Tn(g) }n and {T~(f)}~ be two sequences of Toeplitz matrices generated by 
two Lebesgue integrable Hermitian functions f and g, where g is essentially nonnegative definite. 
Let us suppose that there exist two real constants r and R so that, for any x E C N('~)s, we have 
r .  xHT.(g)x < xHTn(f)x < R. x~Tn(g)x. 
Then, by calling A the generic eigenvalue of the preconditioned matrix Pn( f  ; g), we find 
• i [r  > 0, then the matrices Tn(f) and Tn(g) are both nonnegative definite and, in particu- 
lar, their nufl spaces coincide: Tn(g) and Tn(f) have the same eigenvectors elated to the 
nufl eigenvalue; 
• i f r  > 0, then the Euclidean condition numbers of Tn(g) and T,~(f) are the same up to a 
positive constant; 
• ), = 0 o r  A e [r, R]; 
• i fs  = 1, g is not identically zero and g - i f  is not a multiple of the identity, then A E (r, R). 
We recall that one of the most successful strategies for the fast solution of Hermitian Toeplitz 
systems is based on the approximation of the symbol f by a simpler function g (see [14,36- 
38,44-50] for the details). In particular, the original coefficient matrix Tn(f) is approximated 
and preconditioned by the matrix Tn(g). 
We observe that the localization of the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix, which is 
crucial to establish the convergence speed of the related PCG method, is based on theorems 
(see [14,36-38,44-50]) which are a special case of Theorem 5.1. Moreover, Theorem 5.1 is just an 
interpretation of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 
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6. BANACH MATRIX  ALGEBRAS 
AND OPT IMAL APPROXIMATION 
In the relevant literature [7,15,31-34,51], for the problem of the preconditioning of Toeplitz 
structures, some algebras of matrices close in some sense to the Toeplitz have been considered. 
In particular, one of the most successful ideas is the one based on the optimal approximation 
with respect o the Frobenius norm [15]. Here we look at this approximation i a general and 
abstract way, by showing that the theory connected with linear positive operators is the natural 
one in order to give a deep analysis of the goodness of this kind of approximation. 
6.1. The  Opt ima l  Approx imat ion  
Let U be unitary n x n matrices, then, for fixed integers n, s, by A4(U), we denote the Banach 
algebra [52] of all the matrices imultaneously block diagonalized by the unitary transform U(s) = 
U ® I~. More precisely, 
M(U)  = {A = U(s)AU*(s):  A = diagj= 1 ..... n(Aj )},  
with Aj being an s × s complex matrix. Here the symbol * means transpose and conjugate. 
The operator 7an = P[U]n is defined on C ns×n8 and takes values in M(U)  where both the vector 
spaces are equipped with the Frobenius norm [[X[[~ -- ~-~4,j [x~,J[ 2' Then 
Pn(A) = arg rain []A-X[[F.  
xeM(u) 
Here the minimum exists and is unique for two reasons. The Frobenius norm is induced by 
the positive scalar product (., ")F on C nsxns, that is, (A, B)F = trace (A* • B). Therefore, the 
existence and the uniqueness of the minimum follows from the fact that the space (C nsxns, (., ')F) 
is a Hilbert space and 2hi(U) is closed convex subset since it is a finite-dimensional vector space. 
By means of purely algebraic arguments, it is possible to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. (See [16].) With A ,B  e C ~sxn~ and the previous definition of TVn, we have 
(1) P~(A) = U(s)a(V*(s)AU(s))U*(s), with a(X)  = a[s](X) the block diagonal matrix 
having (X)i,i 6 C 8x~ as block diagonal elements, 
(2) P~(~A + ~B) = aP~(A) + ~n(B)  and a,~ ~ C, 
(3) Pn(A*) = (Pn(A))*, 
(4) trace (Pn(A)) = trace (A) (in the block sense), 
(5) supllAil~_i IIP~(A)II2 = 1, 
(6) sup,Ail~=~ It~n(A)IIF = 1, 
(7) [[A - 7~(A)[I~ = [IA[[~ - [[P.(A)[[~, 
(8))~(~n(A)) E [/~min(A), ~max(A)]. 
Since, by its definition, the operator Pn is a projection operator acting on a Hilbert space, it 
is natural to obtain that it is a linear operator: therefore, Part 1 and Part 2 are natural. Also, 
Part 7 is natural since it is the "Pitagora law" (Bessel inequality) in Hilbert spaces. In some 
sense, the most significant part of Lemma 6.1 is the last one. Part 8 asserts that the operator Pn 
shrinks the spectrum of the argument A. From this, we deduce that 7~ is an LPO. More precisely, 
the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The operator 
(Ra)n oPn o (Ra)~' : QHF (S~(n) ' ,~) - -~ QHF (S~(n) ' ,~)  (10) 
is an NLPO. Moreover, in the Toeplitz context and with s = 1, the previous operator is an SLPO 
(Ra)o o  sx,] QHF (SLY(°)', (11) 
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Here (Ra)n is the Rayleigh quotient operator that maps a Hermitian n x n matrix into the 
quadratic homogeneous functional over the Euclidean unit sphere defined by its Rayleigh quotient. 
Notice that, in the second part of the preceding proposition, the operator 7~ is looked at as 
a composition of the Toeplitz operator (SLPO when s = 1) which maps the function f into 
the corresponding quadratic form represented by Tn(f) and the LPO in (10) which maps the 
quadratic form represented by A into the one represented by 7)n(A). Therefore, "P~(Tn(f)) is an 
SLPO since, in. general, the composition of an NLPO and an SLPO is an SLPO. 
6.2. Tr igonometr ic  Mat r ix  Spaces and Algebras 
Here we define a special subset of matrix algebras that we call trigonometric matrix algebras 
and we denote by AT. Let v = {v(n)}neg, v(n) = {v(n)j}j<n-1 be a sequence of trigonomet- 
ric polynomials on a interval I and S = {Sin}mEN be a sequence of grids of m points on I, 
namely, Sm= Ix !m) i -- 0,. , m - 1}. Let us suppose that the generalized Vandermonde ma- 
1 ~ ' " " 
trix X(v, S,m) x(m) m-1 = (v(m)j( i ))~,j=o is a unitary matrix. Then, a Banach algebra of the form 
Ad(U)m n = (n l ,n2 , . . . ,  np), is a trigonometric (p-level) matrix algebra if there exist p pairs 
(vi, Si), i 1,.. p, such that U P = ., = 1-L=I X(vi, Si, ni) (here the symbol 1-I is intended in the 
sense of the tensorial product). In this way, U is a generalized p-dimensional Vandermonde 
matrix. 
In addition, given an matrix space Ad(U)n belonging to AT, we will call it regular if each one 
of the p sets of the grid points Si forms a quasi-uniformly distributed mesh in I. For a formal 
definition of quasi-uniform distribution, see the following. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A sequence of meshes S = {Sin}, Sm= {xl m) : i = 0 , . . . ,  m - 1} belonging to 
an interval I is called quasi-uniform if
m--1  
][I1_ (xlm) _(m)~[ o(1), (12) 
with [I[ being the width of I. If  the previous relation holds for o(1) = O(m-1), then the 
meshes {Sin} are called uniform. 
We have shown how the operator Pn can be looked upon as an LPO. Now, in the following 
definition, we introduce a discrete linear positive operator which is related to the optimal operator. 
DEFINITION 6.2. With regard to the representation formula in Part 1 of Lemma 6.1, we observe 
that the quantities (a(U* (s)AU(s) )~,i are matrix valued trigonometric polynomials computed at 
the grid points {xl~)}i. For notational simplicity, we denote (a(U*(s)AU(s) ) )i,i by the symbol 
6.3. The  Korovk in-Sty le  Results  
First we recall the powerful and elegant Korovkin Theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. (See [2].) Let ~ be the linear space of the continuous (27r-periodic) real-valued 
functions on a suitable interval I and let {¢~} be a sequence of linear positive operators on ~. If 
~n(qi) uniformly converges to q~, for i 1, 2, 3, and n going to infinity, 3 = {q~}i=l being a Chebyshev 
set [1] on I, then, for any function f E ~, ¢n( f )  uniformly converges to f . The same statement 
holds if the "uniform convergence" is replaced by "pointwise convergence" or if the convergence 
on I is replaced by the convergence on J C I. 
Canonical examples of the set a {qi}i=l are given by 1, sin(x), cos(x) (2r-periodic ase), 1, cos(x), 
cos(2x) (27r-periodic, even case), 1, x, x 2 (algebraic ase). 
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DEFINITION 6.3. Let ~ be a linear space of functions taking values in C ~xs and acting on a closed 
interval [a, b]. Let q~ : ~ --* G be an operator and let us assume that 
(1) ¢(aS + Zg) = a (S) + with c C, f ,g 6, and 
(2) [¢(f)[ _< MC([fl) for any function f E ~ and for a fixed positive constant M. 
Under the above-mentioned assumptions, the complex matrix valued operator q~ is said to be a 
linear and positive operator (LPO). The inequality appearing in Assumption 2 is understood to 
be componentvise, i.e., holding for any component (i, j) c {1,. . . ,  s} x {1,. . . ,  s}. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let f : I ~ X ,  where X = (X, [[. [[) is a normed vector space. Let {f~}~ be a 
sequence of functions belonging to C(I,  X)  and {S~}n C I a sequence of grids. We say that f~ 
uniformly converges to f on { Sn } if 
lim sup Ilf ( ) - f (x )H  = O. 
n---*oo xESn 
The convergence is called pointwise if for any fixed sequence {Xn } such that Xn E Sn, the relation 
lim IIf (x ) - f(x )ll = 0 
n----~ (X) 
holds true. 
With the previous definitions, the following discrete matrix version of the Korovkin Theorem 
also holds. 
THEOREM 6.2. (See [8].) Let ~ be the linear space 
(c ( /p ,  II. 11oo) 
of the continuous (2~r-periodic) functions defined on a suitable interval I and let {~n} be a 
sequence of linear positive operators on G. If  ¢b~(qi) uniformly converges to O~,j,k,t on a given 
sequence of grids {Sn} c I, then, for any function f E G, ~n(f )  uniformly converges to f on the 
same sequences of grids {Sn}. Here qi,j,k,t(x) = Ej,kqi(xt) for i = 1,2,3, (j,k) e {1,... ,s} x 
{1, . . . ,  s}, t E {1,...p}, {qi}3=l being the set of three test functions 1, sin(x), cos(z) as in the 
previous theorem, and Ej,k is the matr/x of the canonical basis ofC sxs being 1 in the position 
(j, k) and O, otherwise. The same statement holds if the "uniform convergence" is replaced by 
"pointwise convergence". 
6.4. Convergence Theory  
Let us start with the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 6.5. Given two sequences of matrices {An} and {B,~} of dimension n x m with 
m >_ n, we say that "{An } and {Bn } (strongly) converge" if, for any e > O, there exists fi and 
all the matrices of the sequence {An - Bn}, n >_ ~, have singular values in [0,e) except for a 
constant number N~ of outliers. 
DEFINITION 6.6. Given two sequences of matrices {An} and {Bn} of dimension n x m with 
m >_ n, we say that "{An} and {Bn} weakly converge" if, for any e > 0 all the matrices of the 
sequence {An - Bn}, have singular values in [0, e) except for N~ = o(n) outliers. 
LEMMA 6.2. (See [53].) Let {An}, {Bn} be two sequences of n x m complex matrices with m >_ n. 
If  [fAN -- B~[[ 2 = o(n), then the convergence is weak. Moreover, when []AN - B~[[~ = O(1), then 
we have convergence in the strong sense. 
With the preceding notations and results, and in particular, through Theorems 6.1 and 6.2, 
the following rather powerful results have been proved. 
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THEOREM 6.3. (See [8].) Let f • C(IV, C 'x ' )  be a continuous 27r-periodic function. If L,,[U](q) 
= q + en(q) for each one of the test functions qand with en going uniformly to zero on the meshes 
related to U, then {79[V]~(T~(f))} and {T~(f)} converge in the weak sense. 
THEOREM 6.4. (See [8].) Under the same assumption of the previous Theorem 6.3 with p = 1, 
if en(q) = O(n -1) for each one of the test functions q and if the grid points of the algebra are 
uniformly distributed, then the convergence of {T9[U]n(Tn(f) ) } and {Tn(f) } is strong. 
In the multivariate case, the following "negative" result holds true. 
THEOREM 6.5. (See [8,54].) Under the same assumption of Theorem 6.3 with p > 1, if en(q) 
P = O(~i= 1 n7~ 1) for each one of the test functions q and if the grid points of the algebra are 
uniformly distributed, then the convergence is weak. Moreover, we cannot guarantee that the 
number of outlying singular values of {79[U] + (Tn(f) )Tn(f) } is less than O(N(n)/(min i) ) (even 
if Crmin(f) is positive). Moreover, it is possible to construct examples of polynomials f with 
O'min(f) > 0 and transforms U (related to uniform meshes) for which the number of outlying 
singular values of {79[U]+(Tn(f) )Tn(f) } is asymptotically greater than c (N(n) ) /(min ni) with c 
positive constant independent of n. 
6.5.  The  L 2 Case  
We begin the section by introducing some ergodic results about eigenvalnes/singular v lues 
asymptotical distribution when we associate to a family of Toeplitz structures a functional sym- 
bol f .  
THEOREM 6.6. (See [6,53].) Let f • L2(Ip,C) and let {or} n)} be the singular values of Tn(f). 
Then, for any continuous function F : ~ --* N with bounded support, we find the following 
asymptotic formula (the Szeg6 relation): 
N(n) 
1 ( ,0 )  1 f I  lim N(n) ~ F a} - F(If(x)l)dx. 
i=1  P 
(13) 
Note that in the latter result and in the following, the expression  --* oo denotes that nj --* c~ 
for any j • {1,. . . ,p}. 
THEOREM 6.7. (See [55].) Let f • L2(Ip, C 8x') and let {a} n)} be the singular values of Tn(f). 
Then, for any continuous function F : ~ --, ~ with bounded support, we find the following 
asymptotic formula (the Tilli relation): 
NCn)s S , (o,)  /, 
lim N(n) ~ f a} = ~-~ F(aj(f(x)))dx. (14) 
i=1  P j= l  
In the following theorem we give a criterion to test the weak convergence in the L 2 case. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let f be a function in L 2. If the Szegf-Tilli relation (14), referred to the singular 
values of { 79[U]n (Tn ( f ) ) } , holds only for F(t) = t 2, then the convergence ofthe sequences {Tn(f)} 
and {79[U]n(Tn(f)) } is weak. 
Notice that the validity of the Szeg6-Tilli relation for F(t) = t 2 and for the singular values 
of {79[U]n(Tn(f))}, implies the weak convergence of {79[U]n(T,~(f)) } to {Tn(f)}, but the weak 
convergence joint with Theorem 6.7 implies that the Szeg6-Tilli relation holds true for any f E L 2, 
any continuous F(t) with bounded support when applied to the singular values of {7 9[U]n (Tn (f))}. 
To see this, it is enough to invoke the Tyrtyshnikov Lemma 6.2. 
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6.6. The Weyl-Tyrtyshnikov Equal Distributions 
fra(n)l 1 {{bln)}i<n} of n-dimensional real DEFINITION 6.7. (See [6,53].) Two sequences l l  ~ Si<_nl, 
vectors are equally distributed if and only if, for any continuous function F : ~ -~ ~ with 
bounded support, the following relation holds. 
lim -1 ~ F (al n)) - F (bl n)) --0. (15) 
n --* OO n 
i=1 
When the previous limit goes to zero as O(n -1) and the function F is Lipschitz-continuous 
(Lip(l)), we say that there is strong equal distribution. 
THEOREM 6.9. Let f e L2(Ip,C 8×8) and let {a~ n)} be the singular values of 7~[U],~(T,~(f)). 
Then, for any continuous function F : ~ --~ !R with bounded support, the following asymptotic 
formula (the Tilli relation) 
N(n)s £ 1 (n)) 1 / 
lim N(n) ~ F cr~ - F (a j ( f (x ) ) )dx  (16) 
i= l  i, j= l  
holds if the same equation holds for the only test function F(t) = t 2 (which does not have 
bounded support). 
In particular, the quoted relationship holds [56] for the Hartley class [33], for the Tau alge- 
bra [57], and for circulants [17]. 
Moreover, if f is real valued and s = 1, the preceding relation can be restated in a simpler way 
in terms of the eigenvalues {Al '0 } of P[U]n(T,~(f)) in place of the singular values {~r,l ") }. 
In particular, for p-level circulants, we can write that [53,58] 
N(n) 1 (n)) 1 / 
lim N(n) ~ F A I - F ( f (x ) )dx .  . -oo  [2 ]p 
i=1  7, 
(17) 
This relationship will be used for computational purposes in Section 9 in order to solve some 
approximation theory problems. 
7. LOCALLY  TOEPL ITZ  MATRIX  SEQUENCES 
First, we define the class of the locally Toeplitz sequences of matrices [59]. Then we select 
some subclasses which can be associated with LPOs. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let us consider two matrices A E C nxn and B E C rnxm. The direct sum 
D = A ~ B E C (n'bm)×(n+m) i8 defined as 
A 0 
[OB]"  
The tensor product P = A ® B E C nmxnra is defined as the n x n block matrix with m x m 
blocks, whose block ( i , j ) , i , j  = 1,. . .  ,m is given by ai,jB. 
DEFINITION 7.2. The sequence of matrices {An}n is called "locally Toeplitz" with respect o the 
pair (a, f) ,  a : [0, 1] ---* C, f : I --~ C where a is continuous and f c L 1 if for any m and any n, 
any matr/x An can be written as 
LT~m(a, f)  ÷ Rn,m ÷ Nn,m, 
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where the rank of Rn,m is bounded by c(m) and the Frobenius norm of Nn,m is bounded 
by w(m)v/-~ with lim,,~--.oo w(m) = 0. Here the matrix LTnm(a, f)  has the following expression: 
LTnm(a, f )  = (Din(a) ® TLR/m j (f)) @ On-mtn/mJ, 
with Din(a) = diagj=l ..... m a(j/m)" 
We notice that the preceding definition can be extended to the case where a E L °°, by defining 
the quantity a( j /m) as 
Finally, if the sequence {An}n is "locally Toeplitz" with regard to the pair (a, f), then we write 
in short {An}n E [(a, f)]. 
REMARK. It should be stressed that a sequence of locally Toeplitz matrices {An},~ E [(a, f)] is 
also {A~}~ E [(~a,7-1f)] for any complex number 7 ~ 0. 
When these matrices are Hermitian, Tilli proves that the product af is real almost everywhere 
and the eigenvalues verify the subsequent ergodic formula 
lim --1 ~-~F(A~n)) _- 1 9 ( [0  F(a(x)f(y)))dxdy. (18) 
n--*oo n i=1 ~ 'llx[-Tr'zr] 
For our purposes, the following two theorems are very important. 
THEOREM 7.1. (See [59].) A11 the matrix sequences related to a finite differences discretization 
scheme for equation (4) and with uniform meshes are locally Toeplitz with regard to (a, f )  where 
the function f is a suitable nonnegative polynomial associated with the specific discretization 
method and a is the coefficient function appearing in equation (4). 
Now we define some conditions on the choice of the Faedo-Galerkin methods. 
DEFINITION 7.3. Given a sequence {S(n)}n of equispaced grids of [0, 1] with 
S (n) = x n) = 
i=1  
we consider a corresponding family of functions {¢~,0} whose support is given by [xi_k; (n) Xi+qJ(n)' 
with k, q fixed positive integer constants not depending on i and n. In addition, we suppose that 
¢ In) (x)=¢ n)(x+ h( j - i ) ) ,  h=- .  
n 
(19) 
This means that, for any fixed n, each function ¢[n) is just a translation of ¢~n) and vice versa. 
Finally, we consider the quantities 
Ca) = rio ai , j (a)= [An(a)(cln),¢~n))]i, j ,11 [¢In)](k)(t)[C~n)](k) (t)a(t)dt. 
From the assumption on {¢In)}, it follows that (n) (n) ai+&j+~(1). a~,j(1) = The other assumption is
that there exists a sequence 8n depending only on n so that (n) ai, ~(a) = e~(b,j + o(1)), where b,,3 
does not depend on n. 
The methods atisfying these conditions define the class of methods that we denote by (All). 
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THEOREM 7.2. All the matrix sequences An(a) related to a Faedo-Galerkin discretization scheme 
o[ type (All) for equation (4) are so that {An(a)/On} are locally Toeplitz with regard to (a, f) 
where the f is a suitable nonnegative polynomial associated with the specific discretization 
method. 
PROOF. Given a sequence {s(n)}n of equispaced grids of [0, 1] with 
S (n) = x n) = 
i= l  
(n) r (n) (n) l we consider a corresponding family of functions {¢i } whose support is given by [Xi_k,Xi+q] 
with k, q fixed positive integer constants not depending on i and n. Assumption (19) means that, 
for any fixed n, each function ¢I n) is just a translation of ¢~n) and vice versa. 
Therefore, the approximation of the solution of problem (4) is given by ~-:~i~t ai¢l n) (x) where 
the vector a = (a l , . . . ,  an) m is the solution of the linear system 
An(a)a = b, 
with 
= L F (n)l(k) (k) (°) (°) ] I I[4 I laI l  , 
~o ¢In)(t)f(t)a(t)dt" bi(f) = ,11 
From the assumption concerning the support of each function ¢I n), it follows that the ma- 
trix An (a) is a band matrix whose bandwidth is proportional to k + q. 
Moreover, equation (19) implies that An(a) is a band-Toeplitz matrix when a is a constant 
function: actually, equation (19) is equivalent to write that the entries ai,j(a) = (¢I n), ¢~n))a,k 
do not depend on i and j independently but only depend on their difference. We notice that this 
property of invariance under shift of both the indices i and j is just the Toeplitz property. 
Therefore, we have obtained that (An(1))/On = Tn(p) + o(1), where p is a trigonometric poly- 
nomial which does not depend on n and o(1) denotes a band matrix with infinitesimal entries 
(wrt n). Moreover, from the general theory of the Faedo-Galerkin approximation, we know that 
the scalar product associated with the matrix An(l) is positive definite, and therefore, the matri- 
ces Tn(p) are all symmetric and positive definite. At this point, by invoking the Szeg6 Theory, we 
deduce that these properties are equivalent to the nonnegativity of the real-valued (not identically 
zero) polynomial p on the whole definition set [-Tr, 7r]. 
Now let us come back to the general problem of establishing that {An(a)} is a locally Toeplitz 
matrix sequence with respect o the pair (a, p). When a = 1, we have proved the statement 
because we have proved the stronger fact that the matrices (An(1))/On and (An(1))/(On) - o(1) 
have equal distributed spectra and that 
An(i) o(i) 
On 
is a Toeplitz matrix (see [59] where it is proved that the sequence {Tn(f)} is locally Toeplitz with 
regard to the natural pair (1, f)) .  
In the general case, it is easy to prove the following statements: 
• Dn(a)Tn(p) e [(a,p)]; 
• for any m E N, the matrix Dn(a)Tn(p) - An(a)/On can be split into two matrices the first 
of rank c(m) the second of Frobenius norm w(m)v/-n with w(m) ~ 0 if m ~ ec. 
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The latter two properties imply that (An(a))/~gn E [(a,p)] and so the theorem is proved. II 
We recall that in [49] and [23], we proved that the preconditioner 
Pn = Dla/2An(1,m, k)Dla/2, 
with Da being the diagonal of An(a, m, k) is so that the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matri- 
ces {p-1An(a, m, k)} are weakly/strongly clustered around the unity according to the positiv- 
ity/nonnegativity and according to the regularity/irregularity of the functional coefficient a. 
Now, in the light of the preceding result, it is evident hat a very similar analysis with very 
close results and very close tools can be carried out in the case of matrices coming from a Faedo- 
Galerkin approach with locally supported basis. 
i fp j  <co .  
relation 
8. SOME DENSITY  THEOREMS 
In this section, we consider very general matrix structure njoying some basic properties which 
generalize in an abstract way the essential features of Toeplitz matrices and of important sub- 
classes of locally Toeplitz matrix sequences. 
The aim is to obtain a general theory on the abstract preconditioning problem which strongly 
uses the simple but powerful theory of the linear positive operators. 
Let us suppose we have a sequence of n x n matrices {An(a1,..., ak)}n enjoying the following 
properties. 
• The functions a s are defined on the set flS and take values on ~. 
• The set f~S is a probability space so that #j(~j) = 1. 
• a s E LP~ (f~S) with pj _> 1, i.e, we suppose that 
3 [ IflP~dl, zj < c~, 
i 
Moreover, we define Mf as the minimum among the values C verifying the 
Izj{x ~ ff~s : If(x)l > C} = O. 
Consequently, the relation f e L~(Q s ) is equivalent to write that the essential supremum 
Ms of Ill if finite. 
• We suppose that there exists a nonempty set of indices J = ( i l , . . . ,  iq} C {1, . . . ,  k} so 
that, for any fixed n and j ~ J, the matrix operator An(a1,... ,  ak) as a function of a s is 
linear. Moreover, this matrix operator is positive with respect o the global vector a. 
Notice that concepts of linearity and positivity with respect o a s and a, respectively, have the 
natural meaning. In particular, for any pair of functions f and g and for any pair of real values 
and f~, we find 
An(a1,.. . ,  aj-1, a f  + fig, as+l , . . . , . . . ,  ak) 
= aA,~(al,..., aj-1, f,  as+x,. . . ,  ak) + gAn(a l , . . . ,  as_x, g, aS+l, . . .  ,ak), 
and if a is componentwise nonnegative, then the matrix 
An(al , . . . ,ak) 
is nonnegative definite. 
The last assumption we need is the crucial one for the density results: we suppose that the 
following equation holds: 
n-*oo n /=I j=l j= l  
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for any continuous F with bounded support and where {Ai(a)} denote the eigenvalues of An(a1, 
• . . ,  ak). We remark that this assumption is an abstract generalization of the Szeg6 result for 
Toeplitz matrices and of the Tilli result for locally Toeplitz matrix sequences. However, it is 
important o stress that we can construct other nontrivial examples of class of matrices different 
from Toeplitz or locally Toeplitz which meet requirement (20). 
The given assumption can be used to localize (asymptotically and up to o(n) elements) the 
position of the eigenvalues. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let aj E LPJ(~j) for any j • {1,.. .  ,k} and let d# be the product measure d#l x 
• .. x d#k over ~ = f~l x ~2 x ... x Dk. Let us suppose that 
# x• f~:  a j=sor  a j=t  =0.  (21) 
j= l  j= l  
Then the number N ( s, t, n) of eigenvalues of 
An(a l , . . .  , aj-1, aj, aj+l , . .  • , ak) 
k 
belonging to (s,t), s < t, is asymptotical to c(s,t)n with c(s,t) = #{x • f l  : 1-Ij:l aj • (s,t)}. 
PROOF. The proof is based on the remark that relation (20) reduces to the claimed thesis when 
F = Ch(s, t) is the characteristic function of the open set (s, t): in other words, we have to prove 
that 
lim N(s, t, n) = c(s, t), 
?~---~OO 7% 
where c( s, t) is 
/~] F (~ aj(xj) I d#l (X l ) ' "d lzk(xk)  • 
j=l f l j  j= l  
The only problem is that Ch(s, t) is not continuous. However, it can be L 1 approximated by 
continuous functions. In particular, for any positive e, we choose F + and F~- in the following 
way: F + and F Z are continuous, piecewise linear and such that 
F +(y) = 1, if y • [s,t], 
= 0, if y < s -  e, 
=0,  i fy>t+e,  
fg  (y) = 1, if y e Is + t - 4 ,  
= 0, if y < s, 
=0,  i fy  >t .  
In this way, putting F = F f ,  equation (20) holds true. But, for any positive e, F~- < F < F + 
and, in light of assumption (21), we find that the eigenvalues of An(a l , . . . ,  ak) cannot cluster 
k k 
around s or t. In fact, owing to assumption (21), the funct ions  I~j = 1 aj (X j )  - -  S and I-Ij = 1 aj (x j) - t 
are sparsely vanishing (see [56,60]), and therefore, we find that 
N(z  - e, z + e, n) 
lim lim sup -- O, 
e'-'*O r~---*O0 Tt 
when z equals s or t. By contradiction, if the preceding relation does not hold, then we have 
lim limsup N(z -  e,z + e,n) = c* > O, 
E-~O ~-~00 n 
(22) 
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or equivalently, there exists e* > 0 such that for any e < e*, we have 
N(z  - e, z + e, n) c* 
=-->0.  
n 2 
On the other hand, we can choose the piecewise linear and globally continuous function f'e so 
that 
Evidently, 
and 
F~(y) = 1, if y E [z - e, z + c], 
= 0, if y < z -  2e, 
=0,  i fy> z+2e.  
-nl ~ fl'~ (Ai(a)) _> N(z  - e,nZ + e, n) = _c'2 > 0 (23) 
i=1 
lim d k,xk,:k,, ,24, 
n--,oo n i=l  j=a j= l  
where k(e) goes to zero as e goes to zero. Finally, equation (24) contradicts equation (23) and so 
relation (22) must hold true. 
Therefore, it follows that 
1 ~ F~(Ai(a)) 1 ~ f(Ai(a)) +o(1), 
n n 
i=1 i=1 
and owing to the relation IIF - F~IIL, < e, we have 
j=l  f~j j= l  
j=l g}j j= l  
Since e is arbitrary, the claimed thesis follows. | 
LEMMA 8.2. Let aj = f E LP~(f~j) and, for any i = 1 , . . . ,k ,  ai > 0 a.e. Let us suppose that 
# j{x  E f~j : f (x )  = O} = O. Then the number N(s , t ,n )  of eigenvalues of 
An(a l , .  . . , a j -1 ,  f ,  a j+ l , . . . ,  ak)  
belonging to (s, t) with (s, t) = ( -oo,  O) or (s, t) = (0, oo), is asymptotical to c(s, t)n with 
c(s, t )  = e f (x )  e (s , t )}.  
PROOF. It is a consequence of the preceding Lemma 8.1. | 
When the measure of the set 
x E l2 : aj = s or a j  = t 
j= l  j= l  
is a positive value C > 0, then we cannot conclude the same thing because a lot of eigenvalues 
accumulate closely to s or t (more precisely, Cn + o(n) eigenvalues are in any e neighborhood of
s or t). In this case, the number of eigenvalues belonging to (s, t), s < t satisfies the following 
inequalities: 
c(s, t)n + o(n) <_ N(s ,  t, n) <_ (c(s, t) + C)n + o(n). 
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THEOREM 8.1. Let a and b be two k-dimensional vectors of functions o that bi = ai > 0, i # j 
and aj = f,  bj = g >_ O. By setting Pn(f; g; J) the preconditioned matr/x given by A + (b)An (a), 
we find that the topological closure S of the eigenvalues of all the matrices {Pn(f ;g; j )}n is 
contained in Jr, R] U {0} with r = essinfd,~ ( f  /g) and r = esssupd~,~ ( f  /g). Moreover, when the 
functions bi are a11 sparsely vanishing, the set S contains ~'~dl~j ( f  / g). 
PROOF. The first part is trivial: actually, from Theorem 2.3, since An(.) is an LPO with regard 
to the jth component, we deduce that 
r . xH An(b)x < xH An(a)x <_ R.  xH An(b)x, 
for any n-dimensional complex valued vector x. Therefore, we have two possibilities: the eigen- 
values of Pn(f; g; J) belong to [r, R] or are identically zero, whence the first part of the theorem 
is proved. 
The second part is less trivial: more precisely, for any s E ~T~dl~ j (f/g), for every positive e, we 
want to prove that there exists A E S so that 
I~ - s[ < c. (25) 
First, let us consider the quantity 
°'  
where the symbol AI n) denotes the ith eigenvalue of Pn(f; g;J) and s is so that 
~j z e a j  : -~ = s =0. (26) 
Now, by a standard measure theory argument, we deduce that {s : #j{x E ~j : f /g  = s} > 0} is 
at most countable since #j{f~j} = 1. Therefore, the set of the real numbers satisfying (26) is 
dense in N, and therefore, it is allowed to prove (25) only for s fulfilling (26). 
Second, define {An(h;j)}n the elass of matrices {An(a)}n so that aj = h: in this way, by the 
assumptions, we have An(a) = An( f  ;j) and An(b) = An(g;j). 
Because the functions ai and g are nonnegative and sparsely vanishing, in the light of Lemma 8.1 
and by virtue of the positivity of the matrix An(a) with regard to a, it follows that the precon- 
ditioner An(g; j) is nonnegative definite and its null eigenvalues are at most o(n). Consequently, 
the matrix Aln/2(g; j)(Pn(f;  g; j) -sI)Aln/2(g; J) has, up to o(n) zero eigenvalues, the same inertia 
as (A+)l/2(g; j )An(f ;  j)Aln/2(g; j) - sA,~(g; j). Moreover, up to o(n) zero eigenvalues, the latter 
matrix is congruent to 
An(f ; j )  - sAn(g;j), 
and therefore, its inertia is, up to within o(n) zero eigenvalues, the same inertia of the matrix 
Pn(f; g; j) - sI. In other words, counting the eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix, which 
are greater than s, is equivalent, up to within an error whose magnitude is o(n), to count the 
positive eigenvalues of the matrix An(f; j) - sA,~(g; j). But, since j ~ J,  we can use the linearity 
of the matrices An(a) with regard to the jth component and then, up to with an error of o(n), the 
number of positive eigenvalues of Pn(f; g; J) - sI coincides with the number of positive eigenvalues 
of 
An(f  - sg;j). 
Now #j{x 6 ~j : f - sg = O} = #j{x e flj : f /g  = s} + #j{x • f~j : f (x)  = g(x) = O} 
and, by the assumptions, #j{x e f~3 : f (x)  = g(x) = O) = 0 (g is sparsely vanishing) and 
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#j{x  E f~j : f ig  = s} = 0 since s does not belong to the set where the image-measure via f ig  
accumulates. Finally, we find that 
# x E 1-I f~j : 
j= l  i=l, iCj  
ai) (f - sg) = 0)} =0 
and, in light of Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2, we have that the number N(0, co, n) of the positive eigen- 
values of 
An(a1 , . . . ,  a j -1 ,  f -- sg, a j+ l , . . . ,  ak) 
is asymptotical to c(0, ~)n  with c(0, oc) = ~j{x E f~j : f (x )  - sg(x) > 0}. This fact, in formulas, 
is equivalent o write 
# { i :  A~n)> s} = #j (xE  f~j: f(x)- sg(x)> 0}n*o(n)  
{ f(x) >s}n+o(n) .  = ~j x e f~j : g(z) 
Evidently, since s E ETgd~,j ( f /g ) ,  by the former equalities, it follows that 
lim Nn(s -e ) -Nn(s+e)  "~f s+e)}>0,  
n~oo n x E l2j : = E (s - e, 
and then, by a continuity argument, 35 and A(5) E (s - e, s + e) such that P~(f;  g; j )  - A(~) I  is 
singular and the theorem is proved. | 
In light of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, it follows that a large class of matrices related to FD discretiza- 
tion schemes or to Faedo-Galerkin discretization schemes for equation (4) are locally Toeplitz with 
regard to a pair (a, f).  Here the function f is a suitable nonnegative polynomial associated with 
the specific discretization method and a is the coefficient function appearing in equation (4). 
Consequently, owing to equation (18), we deduce that all these matrices possess eigenvalues 
verifying the nice asymptotic relation 
aim - I~-~F(A I  n)) = 1 f[0 F(a(x ) f (y ) ) )dxdy .  (27) 
n--,c¢ n i--1 ~ ,1]×[-~r,Tr] 
Moreover, all these symmetric matrices depend linearly on the functional coefficient a and result 
to be nonnegative definite when a and f are nonnegative functions. 
Finally, each hypothesis of Theorem 8.1 is fulfilled with k = 2, g = {1}, and #1('} -- m{.}, 
I-q{'} = rn{.}/2~r where m{-} denotes the usual Lebesgue measure. Consequently, the spectra of 
the preconditioned matrices densely distribute in the essential range of f ig  (see also [61] for a 
deeper analysis in terms of Szegh-style rgodic results). 
Notice that this result, besides its mathematical and theoretical interest, has a noteworthy 
practical impact since the matrices {An(1)}~ generally enjoy the Toeplitz structure (see Section 7 
and [23]). Therefore, if a is essentially positive, then the Toeplitz or Toeplitz-like matrices 
{An(1)}n are optimal preconditioners in the Axelsson Lindskog sense [20]. In addition, for 
preconditioners of this kind, we have a very detailed knowledge of the spectrum, and therefore, we 
can accurately predict the number of iterations of the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) 
methods. Notice that the optimality of the preconditioner is not a trivial result. For instance, the 
well-known and customary preconditioning techniques based on incomplete factorizations [62] or 
matrix algebras [63,64], in general, are sublinear equiring a number of iterations which cannot 
be bounded by a constant independent of the dimension . 
Finally, the class of preconditioners {An(1)}n can be enriched by using a symmetric diagonal 
scaling and, even for this case, it is possible to carry out a complete analysis of the localization 
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and clustering of the related eigenvalues [49]. As shown in [49], the related PCG methods are 
often not only optimal but also superlinear (in the Axelsson Lindskog sense [20]). In conclusion, 
in most of the cases, the complexity of the resulting locally Toeplitz linear systems is reduced to 
the complexity of Toeplitz ones. This fact is very welcome because, in the recent literature, we 
find a wide choice of very efficient (often optimal) methods for the solution of these systems [7- 
9,32,35-37] both in a sequential and in parallel (PRAM) [65] model of computation. 
8.1. Appl icat ion of  the Dens i ty  Resul ts  to P[U]n(Tn(f)) 
In this section, we consider an application of Theorem 8.1 to the optimal approximation ofTn (f) 
in a given matrix algebra satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 6.9. 
Let us consider a function f : I p ~ ~ and let us consider the associated class of matrices given 
by {P[U]n(Tn(f))}n and defined according to Section 6.1. 
In particular, in light of Section 6.5, we find that 
N(n) 
lim N(n) E F )~I 1 n-~ - -  [2~r], F(f(x)) dx, (28) 
i=1 7, 
where ~I n) are the eigenvalues of P[U]n(T,~(f)) and where U is, for instance, the p-level Fourier 
matrix simultaneously diagonalizing the p-level circulant class. 
Moreover, by Lemma 6.1, we know that each P[U],~(Tn(f)) is a linear and strongly positive 
operator with regard to the variable f .  Therefore, in light of Theorem 8.1, we find that the 
topological closure of all the eigenvalues of 
{ [P[U]~ (Tn (g))]-I ,~[U] n (T n (f)) } 
is dense in the essential range of f /g where g is Lebesgue integrable nonnegative and at most 
sparsely vanishing. 
This fact will be used later on in a context of approximation theory. 
9. APPL ICAT IONS TO APPROXIMATION THEORY 
We consider some approximation theory problems: let us take a function f from a I p to the 
complex field and let us suppose that f E L 1 (we can assume that the domain is any bounded 
iper-rectangle of ~P). It is natural to suppose that we do not know its analytical expression or 
that its analytical expression is not significant for computational purposes. On the other hand, 
we make the assumption that the Fourier coefficients {ak}n are known: this fact is, for instance, 
not unusual in physics where a function can be known only by a formal power series (see [66, 
p. 56]). We consider the following problems for which the symbol f is supposed real valued. 
1. Given a function F continuous with bounded support, compute 
ip F(f(t)) dt. 
2. Consider problem (1) in the complex-valued case. 
3. Give a "plot" of the essential range of f .  
4. Give a "plot" of the essential range of the measurable function f/g, where g is nonnegative 
and f and g are known by their Fourier expansions (see also [67]). 
5. Compute an approximation of f /g or of f when it is known that f and f /g are continuous. 
Again we suppose to know a set (large enough) of Fourier coefficients of f and g. 
6. Consider a nonnegative function f having a unique zero x0, compute the order p of the 
zero of f ,  i.e., compute p so that there exist 0 < r <_ R < e~, 
f(x) 
r < llz -xo l l~ < R, 
a.e., on I p. 
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The first problem has a trivial but expensive computational solution. Suppose f E LI[I  p, ~] 
and take into account he Szego-Tyrtyshnikov Theorem 6.6. In this case, the singular values are, 
up to the sign, the eigenvalues of T~(f). Suppose that the essential infimum mf of f is finite. 
Consider the ergodic formula applied to g = f - mr. It is evident hat Tn(g) is nonnegative 
definite and then its singular values and eigenvalues coincide. Therefore, 
N(n) 
1 (n ) (g ) )  = J~i F(g(x))dx. lim Y(n) Z F A~ 1 
i---- 1 P 
Now take F = F + (y) = G(y + my) continuous with bounded support so that it is identically zero 
for y < -my.  In this way, by observing that A~n)(g) = A~n)(f) _ ml, we find 
N(n) 
1 (n , ( f ) )  = fl G(f(x))dx. lim N(n) Z G A~ 1 n-~oo [2~]p i=1  P 
Of course, the latter formula has only a theoretical interest since the calculation of all the 
eigenvalues of the matrices {Tn(f)) of large dimension is a very expensive task. However, in 
Section 6.5, we have recalled Theorem 6.9 which concerns a Szeg'6-Tyrtyshnikov f rmula holding 
for the eigen/singular values of the optimal operator P[U]n(Tn(f)). 
Now consider (for notational simplicity) s = 1 and 
U =Fnl ®...®Fn,, 
the p-level Fourier matrix. Then it follows that [53,59] 
N(n) 
2 m N(n) F_, F o}n) _ i=1 [271"]P n F(]f(x)[) dx, (29)  
where a~ n) are the singular values of P[U]n(Tn(f)) and F is continuous with bounded support. 
A similar formula holds for the eigenvalues if Tn(f) is Hermitian. 
Therefore, in this case, all the eigen/singular values of P[U]n(T,~(f)) can be computed with 
a O(N(n)logN(n)) total arithmetic ost through use of p-dimensional FFTs because of the 
Fourier decomposition of the p-level circulant matrices [17]. Finally, by considering f real valued 
or complex valued and F(z) = z or generic, we have a cheap solution of problems (1)-(3). 
For problem (4), due to the preceding ergodic formula, we have that a E ST~(f) if and only if 
for any e > 0, 
N(a  - e, a + e, 2n) 
li~moo N(a  - e, a + e, n) = 2p' (30) 
where 2n denotes the vector (2nb . . . ,  2np) and N(s, t,n) denotes the number of eigen/singular 
values of 
['P[U]n(Tn(g))] -1 "P[U]n(Tn(f)) 
belonging to (s, t). 
We observe that an evident criticism to formula (30) is that we do not have information about 
the convergence rate of the quoted limit quantity in the left-hand side of (30). The same approach 
can be considered to solve problem (5) when f /g is continuous. The only substantial difference 
is that, for g _-- 1, we have some estimates about the convergence speed of 
N(a  - ~, a + e, 2n) 
N(a - e, a + e, n) 
to 2 p [55]. 
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Finally, for problem (6), there exists a very classical result [68] (recently reconsidered and 
generalized [69,70]) that  can be used for this purpose. Actually, if f (x )  ,,, [Ix - x0llg, for some 
positive p and some point x0, then it follows that  
)~min ( Tn ( f ) ) ,~ --.~-.fi  
/=1 nj 
Therefore, the following limit relation is trivially implied: 
lim log 2 ~ )~min(Tn(f)) 
n-.*oo \.~min(T2n(f)) / = p" 
The problem again is the convergence rate. Actually, we do not know, for instance, how the 
regularity of the function influences the convergence rate in the preceding expression. 
Finally, it should be stressed that, in this case, we cannot use the eigenvalues of the matrix 
7~[U]n(Tn(f) ) (which are easily computable) since the behavior of the minimal eigenvalue of 
~ j= l  1/(n~) as proved in [56,71]. 7~[U]n(Tn(f)) is very different from P 
However, as suggested in [71] for the case where p = 1, some information coming from the 
optimal Frobenius approximation of Tn( f )  can be used in order to reduce the complexity of the 
computat ion of the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix Tn(f ) .  In particular, a special eigenvector 
(see [71, Theorem 4.1]) of 7~[U]n(Tn(f)) can be used as starting point of a direct/inverse power 
method [72] in the computat ion of the minimal eigenvalue of Tn(f ) .  
10. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that  some simple results on linear positive operators can be used in a very 
successful way in a structured matrix context. The consequence of this approach is a unifying 
way of solving several problems of numerical analysis and applied mathematics. 
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